Structure and properties of small aurocarbons: a selective study.
Gold clusters are versatile catalysts, and adding nonmetal dopants can allow tuning of their electronic properties via both shape and composition alteration. In the present work, mixed clusters of carbon and gold atoms are studied in terms of structure, stability, and the correlation between the shape and electronic properties by using a density functional theory approach. Four series of isomers (hydrocarbon analogues, carbon chains and cycles on gold surface, and carbon cores encapsulated by gold atoms) are investigated, exhibiting variation of the relative stability with the system size. Calculated vertical ionization energies, vertical electron affinities, and HOMO-LUMO energy gaps of the mixed clusters show a considerable change relative to the values for the pure gold clusters, the properties generally altering more strongly for the gold-encapsulated-carbon isomers. Also discussed are the structure, stability, and properties of larger clusters with a few such encapsulated-carbon units, with pronounced effects due to aggregation.